Starter Relay
Whether you call it a starter relay,
a starter solenoid, or a starter contactor, we are probably talking about the
same thing. The terms have been
interchangeably used so often, that
they are now all considered expectable to describe the same thing. A
relay, by definition, is an electrically
operated switch. A “contactor” is also
an electrically-controlled switch.
Typically Identified by the controlling circuit of a contactor
operating at a much lower power level than the switched circuit,
in our case, a 12 V - 3 amp electromagnet coil controlling a 12 V
150 amp starter motor. Another
example might be a 12 V DC electromagnet coil controlling a 220 V AC industrial motor.
On the other hand, the term solenoid, by definition, refers to the coil (electromagnet)
within our starter relay. When energized, it creates a controlled magnetic field which
converts electrical energy into linear motion. This is accomplished by creating a magnetic force that displaces the soft iron core of the “contactor” engaging the “switch”.
The switch in this case, is made up of a large heavy-duty “washer” attached to the
center core and two copper studs exiting each side of the relay. (Figure: 1) Solenoids
are not just used for controlling electrical switches ,but can be can be used to control
a whole host of operations from hydraulic and pneumatic valves to mechanical mechanisms. The term solenoid started to become synonymous with the starter relay when
manufacturers replaced
the old Bendix (mechanical starter engagement)
systems with solenoid
controlled starter engagement systems.
These solenoids engage
the starter drive gear
physically into the engine while simultaneously engaging an integral
contactor system which
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in turn electrically energizes the starter motor.
In (Figure: 2) we have
a simple diagram of a
starter installation. Although it is important to
recognize that there are
a multitude of different
types of starter systems,
this type of installation is
typical of experimental
and light sport aircraft. In
this diagram it is evident
that the starter relay and
the master switch relay
are not at all the same. A
master switch relay is engaged by grounding the
Figure: 2 Simple Starter Circuit
master switch, whereas a
starter relay is engaged by
applying 12 V through the starter switch. In our diagram, and 3D model, the starter
relay is grounded internally to the mounting bracket. The small post (terminal) labeled
“S” (switch) is attached to the starter switch. 12V is applied to the relay coil when
the starter switch is engaged. The other small post labeled “I” (ignition) (Figure: 3) is
used on automotive installations that use a resistor in the primary circuit to lower the
ignition coil voltage. This post has a flexible copper strap attached to the center core
washer. When the relay is engaged, a full 12V is temporarily supplied through this
post to the coil to help start the engine. On aircraft systems where we use a Bendix
drive, i.e. Lycoming, or a starter sprag clutch, i.e. Rotax, this post is not used. Keep
in mind that this post will be hot during start and as
such we normally keep it protected from shorting. On occasion, we will see builders attach a
wire from this post to an indicator light on the
dash to indicate when the starter is engaged.
For aircraft using this type of internally grounded stater relay
it is important to note that
proper grounding is critical. If
you have a composite aircraft or
are mounting your starter relay to a
painted firewall, you may need to attach an
additional wire from the mounting bracket to
a ground buss to insure reliability. On comFigure: 3 Functional Components
posite aircraft, we typically use a different

type of starter relay that is not internally grounded to the mounting bracket. It also has two posts, but in this case, one of the
small posts (S1) is for the starter switch and the other post
(S2) is for a ground wire.
One of the most common problems that we see with
the low cost starter relays is a failure of the coil. This and
other problems are often related to vibration. The attachment of the coil wires (which are very small and delicate
to start with) have a tendency to become fractured, or
detached. In some cases the quality control during manufacturing is obviously to blame. We often see the
coil wire wrapped around the perimeter of the starter switch post, neither welded nor soldered. Over
tightening of the jam nut can sever the wire. And
under tightening of the jam nut can often lead to an
open connection. Testing the coil with an ohm meter
is simple. Measuring the resistance from the (S) terminal
to the mounting bracket (ground), should be about 4 ohms
(check manufactures Spec’s). While checking, tap on the
relay to ensure that the internal coil connections are solid.
In addition test the ground path all the way to the battery.
On many of the light sport aircraft with anodized tube construction, the high resistance of the anodized tube connections are generally inadequate and require a separate
ground wire. Additionally if you are troubleshooting a relay,
take it off of the aircraft and give it a shake. If it sounds like
a set of maracas, it probably indicates it is coming apart
internally. While the relay is off the aircraft, check its
operation. With a 12V battery and alligator clip jumper wires, you can actuate the solenoid. A starter relay
that is functioning properly, will have a very distinct
and definite “Click” as the solenoid engages. Having
at starter relay that functions off the aircraft but not
installed, may indicate failed wiring, or more likely,
a failed starter switch. When the starter switch is
disengaged there is a large reverse voltage spike,
(500+ Volts) as the magnetic field of the coil collapses. This will cause arcing and pitting of the starter
switch contacts eventually leading to a starter switch
failure. Standard practice employs the use of a “Freewheeling or fly-back” diode shunted from the (S) terminal to ground. With the indicator “Band” on the diode attached to the positive side of the coil (S) terminal.
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Starter relay problems are most often fixed by

simply replacing the starter relay. After all, they are not terribly expensive. However,
we strongly encourage you to open up the relay to find the source of the problem.
Drilling out the four rivets on the case will allow access into the inner workings. On
occasion we have found simple problems that could be easily resolved and the relay
reassembled with screws and lock-nuts and returned to service. However, the more
important reason for disassembly, is to find the source of the failure. Having multiple failures on an aircraft is not normal. A good relay is often rated for 50,000 cycles.
Yet we see multiple failures all the time with some of the low cost relays. Opening up
one of these relays, and seeing the failure mode may convince you to op for a higher
quality relay, a change in mounting strategy, or lead you to finding a problem unrelated to the relay in the starter, wiring or starter switch. Unlike the master switch, that
has a continuous duty cycle, the starter relay is designed for an intermittent duty cycle. This, typically matching the duty cycle for a starter. For example: 10 seconds “on”
maximum and minimum 60 seconds “off”, or one minute “on” maximum and minimum
6 minutes “off”. Exceeding the duty cycle of the starter or the starter relay can significantly reduce its life expectancy also.
If you are an aerobatic pilot, you probably already know the hazard of installing
a starter relay in the inverted position. The center core assembly of the starter relay
that engages and disengages the starter motor is held offset from the starter relay
lugs with a spring. On the starter relay that we disassembled for the 3D modeling for
this article, we found that the center core assembly weighed in at about 45 g. We also
measured the force necessary to offset to offset the spring approximately the distance required to engage the starter relay core with the lugs and found it to be around
250 g. And although our test was very unscientific, This corresponds closely with
the 5G rating on may of the starter relay spec sheets. Essentially, what this means
is, on a relay mounted inverted, pulling more than 5G’s would allow the starter to engage. You can only imagine the potential damage that could be done by engaging the
starter at high power settings. All aircraft should ensure that the starter is mounted
in the correct orientation with the force of gravity holding the starter relay in the open
position. Some aerobatic aircraft are flown with extreme forces both positive and negative, the orientation of the starter relay on these aircraft are typically mounted horizontally reducing the potential for inadvertent engagement.
A Starter relay requires about 8 volts to “pull” in the contactor core. Once engaged
it will stay engaged until the voltage drops to about 3 volts. When you have a low battery, you can here the telltale clicking of the starter relay. This is the relay engaging
and disengaging. As soon as the load of the starter kicks in, the voltage drop below
the 3 volt holding requirement and the relay disengages. As the relay disengages the
voltage returns high enough to re-engage, starting the cycle over again. Charging or
jumping the battery should resolve the problem. If not, we next check your wiring and
electrical connections. Next time you have your cowling off of your aircraft, you might
want to check the installation. There is nothing more frustrating than being stranded
at a desolate airport and not being able to get your aircraft started. However, once
you have a clear understanding of how a starter relay is manufactured and operates,
the process of troubleshooting becomes very easy.

